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A Pedagogical talk ?



1. Quantum quenches & thermalisation


2. Quantum integrability in D=1


3. Free theories vs interacting integrable models


4. Generalized thermalisation in transl. inv. systems


5. Generalized hydrodynamics in inhomogeneous systems

Outline



A. Many-particle system; Hamiltonian H.


B. Initial (lowly entangled) state |ψ(0)〉that has non-zero 
overlap with exponentially many (in system size) eigenstates of H


C. Time evolution |ψ(t)〉= exp(-iHt) |ψ(0)〉


D. Study expectation values of local operators〈ψ(t)|ΟA|ψ(t)〉in 
the thermodynamic limit.

I. Global Quantum Quenches

Simplest protocol for non-equilibrium dynamics

Def.: a local operator acts as the identity outside a finite spatial 
region A in the infinite volume limit. Lattice spin models:

                  where jk∈A!A = σα1

j1
…σαℓ

jℓ



Global quantum quenches deposit an extensive amount of 
energy in the system:

lim
L→∞

⟨Ψ(0) |H |Ψ(0)⟩
L

> lim
L→∞

⟨GS |H |GS⟩
L

Probe physics far away from the GS.

For the time being focus on

A. Lattice models with finite local Hilbert spaces (e.g. lattice spins).


B. Hamiltonians + initial states invariant under translations. 



II. Local relaxation after quantum quenches

A

B

Only consider local properties in 
thermodyn. limit: A infinite, B finite 

Physical Picture: A acts like a bath for B.

lim
t→∞

lim
L→∞

⟨Ψ(t) |%B |Ψ(t)⟩ exists∀ %B

Stationary values described by density matrix ρss (not unique)

= lim
L→∞

Tr[ρSS #B]



 The system can never relax as a whole:

‹ψ(t)|O|ψ(t)› = A cos([E1-E2]t+φ)

Expand in basis of energy eigenstates |n⟩:

“Observable” O=O†= |1›‹2|+|2›‹1| does not relax:

But this is a horribly non-local operator…

|Ψ(t)⟩ = ∑
n

⟨n |Ψ(0)⟩e−iEnt |n⟩



What determines ρss ?

Only consider local operators ⟹

Principle: in thermodyn. limit ρss retains minimal possible amount 
of local information                      on initial state⟨Ψ(0) |#B |Ψ(0)⟩



Isolated system → energy conserved

This is the minimal local info on the initial state that must be 
retained; no other conserved quantities ⟹ system thermalizes

Deutsch ’91, Srednicki ’94,….

e0 = lim
L→∞

⟨Ψ(0) |H |Ψ(0)⟩
L

= lim
L→∞

⟨Ψ(0) |Hj |Ψ(0)⟩ = lim
L→∞

⟨Ψ(t) |Hj |Ψ(t)⟩

lim
t→∞

lim
L→∞

⟨Ψ(t) |%B |Ψ(t)⟩ = lim
L→∞

⟨E |%B |E⟩

“Thermalization”

|E⟩ any typical energy eigenstate at energy density e0

Stationary state described by e.g. micro-canonical ensemble



Nonequilibrium Steady States and Conservation Laws

Local conservation laws (=those with local densities) are clearly 
important because

[H, I(n)] = 0 ⇒ ⟨Ψ(t) | I(n) |Ψ(t)⟩ time independent

lim
L→∞

⟨Ψ(t) | I(n)
m |Ψ(t)⟩ time independentTranslational invariance ⟹

lim
L→∞

⟨Ψ(0) | I(n)
m |Ψ(0)⟩ = Tr[ρSSI(n)

m ]I(n)
m local

ρss retains local information about initial state !

will not thermalize unless fine-tuned!



“Generalized Thermalization”

If we have additional conservation laws with local densities 

the minimal local information that must be retained is

lim
L→∞

⟨Ψ(0) | I(n)
m |Ψ(0)⟩ = Tr[ρSSI(n)

m ] ≡ i(n)

I(n)
m

What should the ensemble describing the steady state be?

Rigol et al ’07

lim
t→∞

lim
L→∞

⟨Ψ(t) |%B |Ψ(t)⟩ = lim
L→∞

⟨ρ |%B |ρ⟩

|ρ⟩ any typical simultaneous eigenstate of H and I(n) with 
eigenvalues Le0 & L i(n) (Generalized Micro-canonical Ensemble)

Cassidy et al ’11

Caux&Essler ‘13



 II. 1D Quantum Integrable Models

Definition 1: models with elementary excitations (generally not simply 
related to microscopic DOF) that scatter purely elastically

…

…
p1 p2 pN

p′�1
p′�N

{p1, …, pN} ≡ {p′�1, …, p′�N}

ψ(x1, …, xN) = ei∑N
j=1 pjxj ψ(x1, …, xN) = ∑

Q∈SN

A(Q)ei∑N
j=1 pQjxj



Definition 2: models with extensive numbers of (quasi) local 
integrals of motion.

[H, I(n)] = 0 = [I(n), I(m)] , I(n) = ∑
j

I(n)
j

(quasi) local operators

decay fast enough

I(n)
j = f (1)

α1
σα1

j + f (2)
α1α2

σα1
j σα2

j+1 + f (3)
α1α2α3

σα1
j σα2

j+1σ
α3
j+2 + …

For a spin-1/2 chain

αj = 0,x, y, z

Example: I(n) = ∑
j

I(n)
j

is quasi-local, if coefficients
(exponentially) in k



Simplest integrable models are free theories, but they are

special: ∃ basis s.t.

H = ∑
k

ϵ(k)γ†(k)γ(k) [γ(k), γ†(q)} = δk,q

Problem separates into uncoupled harmonic oscillator modes

eikL = 1 , ⇒ kn = 2πn
L

Quantization cond. (PBC)

Interacting integrable models are different:

• No simple notion of eigenmodes (in finite volume)

• Generically there are (hierarchies of) bound states (“strings”)

Mode occ. # are conserved [γ†(k)γ(k), H] = 0

and in 1-1 correspondence with local conservation laws.



Example: spin-1/2 Heisenberg ferromagnet H = − J
L

∑
j=1

Sj ⋅ Sj+1

2-part. eigenstates: |k1, k2⟩ = ∑
x1<x2

ψ(x1, x2)S−
x1

S−
x2

| ↑ ↑ … ↑ ⟩

ψ(x1, x2) = eik1x1+ik2x2 + S(k2, k1)eik1x2+ik2x1

S(k2, k1) = − eik1+ik2 + 1 − 2eik2

eik1+ik2 + 1 − 2eik1

Wave function:

Energy E = J
2

∑
j=1

[1 − cos(kj)] − JL
4

Periodic bc’s: eikjL = ∏
l≠j

S(kj, kl)
Non-trivial quant. cond. 

— allowed values of k1 
depend on k2 (interactions!)

This generalises to n particles: 
“Bethe ansatz equations”



eik1+ik2 + 1 − 2eik1 = 0

ψ(x1, x2) = eiP x1 + x2
2 e−2γ(x2−x1) e−γ = cos(P/2)

go to pole of scattering phaseBound states:

Wave-fn decays exponentially wrt to distance |x2-x1|

x2>x1

Energy E = J
2 [1 − cos(P)] − JL

4

1 2 3 4 5 6

1

2

3

4E

P

A priori kj are complex



Non-equilibrium steady states in free theories

N

∏
j=1

γ†(pj) |0⟩Energy eigenstates (finite L)

Define mode occ. density

       by coarse graining:

ρp(k) LΔk
2π

= # of pj in [k, k + Δk]

In the thermodyn. limit each function 0≤n(k)≤1 with

∫
2π

0

dk
2π

ρp(k) = n defines a macro state

N, L → ∞ , N
L

= n fixedWant thermodynamic limit

H = ∑
k

ϵ(k)γ†(k)γ(k) [γ(k), γ†(q)} = δk,q

⟹ work with macro states

Hamiltonian:

ρp(k)



Mode structure: each mtm state either occupied (“particle”) or

empty (hole)

ρp(k) + ρh(k) = 1 = ρt(k)

Entropy (# micro states)

S ≈ L∫
2π

0

dk
2π [ρt(k)ln[ρt(k)] − ρp(k)ln[ρp(k)] − ρh(k)ln[ρh(k)]]

Typical (max ent) state 

at given energy density: ρp(k) = 1

eβϵ(k) ± 1

e(β) = ∫ dk
2π

ρp(k)ϵ(k)

Bose-Einstein/

Fermi-Dirac



lim
L→∞

⟨Ψ(0) |γ†(k)γ(k) |Ψ(0)⟩ = ρp(k)

(1) Fix a macro-state ρp(k) by requiring (mode occ.⟺I(n))

(2) Take a micro-state |Φ⟩ corresponding to ρp(k)

Stationary State after Quantum Quenches 

lim
t→∞

lim
L→∞

⟨Ψ(t) |%B |Ψ(t)⟩ = lim
L→∞

⟨Φ |%B |Φ⟩Then

Rigorous result. Gluza et al ‘16



Relaxation to Stationary State

| χ⟩ = γ†(p)γ(q) |Φ⟩

⟨Ψ(t) |#A |Ψ(t)⟩ = lim
L→∞ ∑

χ
[eℰ*Φ−ℰ*χ +i(Eχ−EΦ)t ⟨χ |# |Φ⟩

2 + eℰΦ−ℰχ−i(Eχ−EΦ)t ⟨Φ |# | χ⟩
2 ]

e−ℰχ ≡ ⟨Φ |Ψ(0)⟩

Driven by “excitations” over SS Caux&Essler ‘13

e.g. particle-hole ex

 

0 I you to

o
M

o I for

stogieEχ − EΦ = ϵ(p) − ϵ(q)

“Quantum information” spreads with velocities v(p) = ϵ′�(p)



Macro states in interacting integrable theories

Starting point: quantisation conditions in large, finite L, e.g.

eip(λj)L =
N

∏
l≠j=1

S(λj − λl) , j = 1,…, N λj rapidity variables 

eikj =
λj + i
λj − i

for XXX chain

Step 1: Need to deal with complex solutions (bound states)

• For large L,N these do not correspond (precisely) to poles of S(λ)

• Assume that deviations are negligible (“string hypothesis”) ⟹ 

each bound state of α particles parametrised by a single 
“centre-of-mass” rapidity 


• Bound states become like different species of particles
λα

j ∈ ℝ



Quantisation conditions become

eipα(λα
j )L = ∏

(β,k)≠(α,j)
Sαβ(λα

j − λβ
l ) , j = 1…Nα , α = 1,...

phase from taking 

bound state

around ring

λα
j

phases acquired 

by scattering off 

all other particles

Energy and momentum E = ∑
(n,α)

ϵα(λα
n ) , P = ∑

(n,α)
pα(λα

n )

pα(λα
j )L = 2πIα

j + ∑
(β,k)≠(α,j)

θαβ(λα
j − λβ

l )Take logs

integer “quantum numbers”

{In
α} ⇔ {λn

α} ⇔ {λj} ⇔ ψk1,…,kN
(x1, …, xN) .



In thermodyn limit λα
j+1 − λα

j = "(L−1)

⟹ can describe macro states by densities of particles/holes

Complication: ρα,p(λ) + ρα,h(λ) = ρα,t(λ) ≠ 1

Step 2: Macro states in thermodyn limit

 

datl

aA
a Atda

d tA

ρα,p(λ)dλ = # of λα
j  in [λ, λ + Δλ]

ρα,t(λ)dλ
# of vacancies in [λ, λ + Δλ]

depends on all other particles

because of interactions



Quantisation conditions

Use λα
j+1 − λα

j = "(L−1)

ρα,p(λ) + ρα,h(λ) = p′�α(λ) −
∞

∑
β=1

∫
∞

−∞
dλ′� Tαβ(λ − λ′ �) ρβ,p(λ′�), Tαβ(λ) = − i

d
dλ

ln Sα,β(λ)

System of linear integral eqns relating particle and hole densities.

Each set of positive functions                             satisfying 

the TLBAE defines a macro state. 

{ρα,p(λ), ρα,h(λ) |α = 1,...}

pα(λα
j )L = 2πIα

j + ∑
(β,k)≠(α,j)

θαβ(λα
j − λβ

l )

“Thermodynamic limit of Bethe ansatz equations”

Notations: | ⃗ρ ⟩

to turn sums into integrals; massage



Typical states at a given energy density

e[{ρα,p, ρα,h}] =
∞

∑
α=1

∫
∞

−∞
dλ ρα,p(λ)ϵα(λ)

Energy/entropy densities of macro state | ⃗ρ ⟩

s[{ρα,p, ρα,h}] = ∑
α=1

∫ dλ [ρα,t(λ)ln[ρα,t(λ)] − ρα,p(λ)ln[ρα,p(λ)] − ρα,h(λ)ln[ρα,h(λ)]]
Typical state at e(T): maximise e-Ts wrt to ρα,p(λ)

ln (1 +
ρα,h(λ)
ρα,p(λ) ) = ϵα(λ)

T
+

∞

∑
m=1

∫
∞

−∞
dμ [δα,βδ(λ − μ) + Tαβ(λ − μ)] ln (1 +

ρβ,p(λ)
ρβ,h(λ) )

Thermodynamic Bethe Ansatz (TBA) equations

TBA equations and TLBAE together determine the state of thermal 
equilibrium.



{ρα,p(λ), ρα,h(λ) |α = 1,...}

“Excitations” over Macro States

pα(λα
j )L = 2πIα

j + ∑
(β,k)≠(α,j)

θαβ(λα
j − λβ

l )

Let {λα
j } be a micro state corresponding to | ⃗ρ ⟩

 

at1oil 1 n

x
i 1 r

d y
l i In

Can make e.g. “particle-hole excitations”

pα(λ̃α
j )L = 2πĨα

j + ∑
(β,k)≠(α,j)

θαβ(λ̃α
j − λ̃β

l )

⟹ {λ̃α
j }



Excitation energy and momentum

Eex = ℰα(λp) − ℰα(λh) , P = #α(λp) − #α(λh)

∙ λp,h rapidities of the particle/hole

∙ ℰα(λ) , #α(λ) depend only on  | ⃗ρ ⟩

Macro state dependent quasi-particle picture!

are additive!

Correlations/entanglement are spread by these quasiparticles! 

Associated group velocities: vα,| ⃗ρ ⟩(λ) =
∂ℰα(λ)

∂λ
∂$α(λ)

∂λ

Bonnes, Essler, 
Läuchli ‘14

Alba& Calabrese ‘17



Summary of this part

• Integrable models have atypical finite-entropy macro states


• Described by sets of particle/hole densities for “fundamental” 

particles and bound states


• ∃ stable quasiparticle excitations over each macro state; their 

numbers and properties depend on the macro state



How to access atypical states? (they are very rare!)

• Energy eigenstates are also eigenstates of the (quasi) local 
conservation laws I(n)


• Recall that by generalised thermalisation 

lim
t→∞

lim
L→∞

⟨Ψ(t) |%B |Ψ(t)⟩ = lim
L→∞

⟨ρ |%B |ρ⟩

|ρ⟩ any typical simultaneous eigenstate of H and I(n) 
with eigenvalues Le0 & L i(n)

Stationary states after quantum quenches are automatically

atypical, unless we fine-tune the initial conditions!

They are also interesting (different from thermal states). e.g. QDL.



How to construct the GMC after a QQ?

lim
L→∞

1
L

⟨ρ | I(n) |ρ⟩ = ∑
α

∫ dλ ρα,p(λ) ϵ(n)
α (λ) ≡ i(n)

stat

Let  |ρ⟩ be a micro state corresponding to | ⃗ρ ⟩

Then

known functions

Initial conditions lim
L→∞

1
L

⟨Ψ(0) | I(n) |Ψ(0)⟩ = i(n) Must have i(n)
stat = i(n)

• Calculate i(n) (“initial data”) — possible for simple matrix-
product initial states


• Determine


•                   where |Φ⟩ is any micro state corresponding 
to

{ρα,p, ρα,h |α = 1,…} from (1)

(1)

Fagotti&Essler ‘13

Ilievski et al ‘16

ρSS = |Φ⟩⟨Φ |

| ⃗ρ ⟩



alternative way for special initial states: “Quench Action Approach”
Caux&Essler ‘13

Brockmann et al ’14

Poszgay et al ’14

Bertini et al ’14


de Nardis et al ’14

…



How to find the conservation laws?

Use connection between D-dim QM & D+1-dim classical Stat. Mech.

Vertex 

weights

 
P

d da 43 dL

a 1 b
a 1 an

A
ab

as E f
as

Lgu ap ai ai ai ai
a A

d Nz 43 A

Partition fn

Z = ∑
{αj},{α′�j}…

∑
{aj},{a′�j}…

[L(μ)]a1,a′�1

α1α′�1
[L(μ)]a′�1,a′�′�1

α2α′�2
… = Tr [τ(μ)N]

[τ(μ)]α′�1…α′�L

α1…αL

H = d
dμ

μ=μ0

ln [τ(μ)] Integrability: [τ(μ), τ(λ)] = 0



Higher conservation laws: I( 1
2 ,n) = dn

dμn
μ=μ0

ln [τ 1
2
(μ)]

Heisenberg model⟺ 6-vertex model a,b=1,2 and α,β=1,2

These are “ultra-local” I( 1
2 ,n) = ∑

j
I( 1

2 ,n)
j,j+1,…,j+n

But ∃ much larger family of commuting transfer matrices: take

“auxiliary space” 2S+1 dim

[τS(μ), τS′�(λ)] = 0 Kulish & 

Reshetikhin ‘83

I(S,n) = dn

dμn
μ=μS

ln [τS(μ)]Quasi-local conservation laws

Ilievski, Medenjak 
& Prosen  ‘16



Generalized Hydrodynamics

Emergent hydrodynamics in integrable quantum systems out of equilibrium

Olalla A. Castro-Alvaredo,1 Benjamin Doyon,2 and Takato Yoshimura2

1Department of Mathematics, City University London, Northampton Square EC1V 0HB, U.K.
2Department of Mathematics, King’s College London, Strand WC2R 2LS, UK

Understanding the general principles underlying strongly interacting quantum states out of equi-
librium is one of the most important tasks of current theoretical physics. With experiments accessing
the intricate dynamics of many-body quantum systems, it is paramount to develop powerful methods
that encode the emergent physics. Up to now, the strong dichotomy observed between integrable
and non-integrable evolutions made an overarching theory di�cult to build, especially for transport
phenomena where space-time profiles are drastically di↵erent. We present a novel framework for
studying transport in integrable systems: hydrodynamics with infinitely-many conservation laws.
This bridges the conceptual gap between integrable and non-integrable quantum dynamics, and
gives powerful tools for accurate studies of space-time profiles. We apply it to the description of
energy transport between heat baths, and provide a full description of the current-carrying non-
equilibrium steady state and the transition regions in a family of models including the Lieb-Liniger
model of interacting Bose gases, realized in experiments.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many-body quantum systems out of equilibrium give
rise to some of the most important challenges of modern
physics [1]. They have received a lot of attention recently,
with experiments on quantum heat flows [2, 3], general-
ized thermalization [4, 5] and light-cone e↵ects [6]. The
leading principle underlying non-equilibrium dynamics
is that of local transport carried by conserved currents.
Deeper understanding can be gained from studying non-
equilibrium, current-carrying steady states, especially
those emerging from unitary dynamics [7]. This prin-
ciple gives rise to two seemingly disconnected paradigms
for many-body quantum dynamics. On the one hand,
taking into account only few conservation laws, emer-
gent hydrodynamics [8–12] o↵ers a powerful description
where the physics of fluids dominates [13–18]. On the
other hand, in integrable systems, the infinite number of
conservation laws are known to lead to generalized ther-
malization [19–21] (there are many fundamental works
on the subject, see the review [22]), and the presence of
quasi-local charges has been shown to influence trans-
port [23, 24] (see the review [25]). However, except at
criticality [26, 27] (see the review [28]), no general many-
body emergent dynamics has been proposed in the in-
tegrable case; with the available frameworks, these two
paradigms seem di�cult to bridge. The study of pre-
thermalization or pre-relaxation under small integrabil-
ity breaking [22, 28–30], the elusive quantum KAM theo-
rem [31, 32], the development of perturbation theory for
non-equilibrium states, and the exact treatment of non-
equilibrium steady states and of non-homogeneous quan-
tum dynamics in unitary interacting integrable models
remain di�cult problems.

In this paper, using the recent advances on generalized
thermalization and developing further aspects of integra-
bility, we propose a solution to such problems by deriv-
ing a general theory of hydrodynamics with infinitely-
many conservation laws. The theory, applicable to a
large integrability class, is derived solely from the funda-

FIG. 1. The partitioning protocol. With ballistic transport,
a current emerges after a transient period. Dotted lines rep-
resent di↵erent values of ⇠ = x/t. If a maximal velocity exists
(e.g. due to the Lieb-Robinson bound), initial reservoirs are
una↵ected beyond it (light-cone e↵ect). The steady state lies
at ⇠ = 0.

mental tenet of emerging hydrodynamic: local entropy
maximization (often referred to as local thermodynamic
equilibrium) [33–37]. Focussing on quantum field theory
(QFT) in one space dimension, we then study a fam-
ily of models that include the paradigmatic Lieb-Liniger
model [38] for interacting Bose gases, explicitly realized
in experiments [4, 5, 39–41]. We concentrate on far-from-
equilibrium states driven by heat baths in the partition-
ing protocol [7, 26, 27, 42] (see Fig. 1). We provide
currents and full space-time profiles which are in prin-
ciple experimentally accessible, beyond linear response
and for arbitrary interaction strengths. We make con-
tact with the physics of rarefaction waves, and with the
concept of quasi-particle underlying integrable dynamics.

Note added: After a first version of this paper appeared
as a preprint, similar dynamical equations as those de-
rived here were independently obtained in the integrable
XXZ Heisenberg chain by assuming, in addition to local
entropy maximization, an underlying kinetic theory [43].
Solutions to these equations of the same type as those
considered here were constructed and confirmed by nu-
merical simulations.
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Simplest setup

Bertini et al  ‘16

Castro-Alvarado et al  ‘16

Basic idea: at late times a current-carrying NESS develops 
along each ray x/t=ξ inside the light cone.

Translational invariant model with inhomogeneous initial state

⟨Ψ(t) |#x |Ψ(t)⟩ ⟶ Tr [ρSS(ξ) #x] acts non-trivially 

only around x

!x



ρSS(ξ) described in terms of macro state {ρα,p(ξ, λ), ρα,h(ξ, λ)}
Generalize ideas from homogenous case:

How to determine these macro states?

d
dt

I(n)
j = i[H, I(n)

j ] = J(n)
j − J(n)

j+1
Use continuity eqns for 

densities of cons. laws

Expectation values in the stationary states?

currents



Homogeneous case: lim
L→∞

⟨ρ | I(n)
j |ρ⟩ = ∑

α
∫ dλ ρα,p(λ) ϵ(n)

α (λ)

Inhomogeneous case: lim
L→∞

⟨ρξ | I(n)
j |ρξ⟩ = ∑

α
∫ dλ ρα,p(ξ, λ) ϵ(n)

α (λ)

lim
L→∞

⟨ρξ |J(n)
j |ρξ⟩ = ∑

α
∫ dλ vα,| ⃗ρ ⟩(λ) ρα,p(ξ, λ) ϵ(n)

α (λ)

This gives ∑
α

∫ dλ ϵ(n)
α (λ)[∂tρα,p(ξ, λ) + ∂x (vα,| ⃗ρ ⟩(λ) ρα,p(ξ, λ))] = 0

“Completeness” of conservation laws ⟹

∂tρα,p(ξ, λ) + ∂x (vα,| ⃗ρ ⟩(λ) ρα,p(ξ, λ)) = 0 GHD equations

quasiparticle group velocities



Given some initial conditions (special states) these can be 
integrated ⟹ description of the NESS.

lim
L→∞

⟨ρξ | I(n)
j |ρξ⟩ = ∑

α
∫ dλ ρα,p(ξ, λ) ϵ(n)

α (λ)

lim
L→∞

⟨ρξ |J(n)
j |ρξ⟩ = ∑

α
∫ dλ vα,| ⃗ρ ⟩(λ) ρα,p(ξ, λ) ϵ(n)

α (λ)

⟹ profiles of current and charge densities.
Bertini et al

Doyon et al


Bulchandani et al

…



Summary

- Lot of progress in understanding non-equilibrium dynamics in 

integrable systems


- Interesting physics (e.g. non-thermal NESS)


- Important differences between interacting and free theories


